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								The Charger Blog

                                Graduate Student: ‘I Have Learned the Essence of Teamwork’

                                Jalak Popat ’24 M.S., who will complete her master’s degree in finance and financial analytics this spring, has gained real-world investment experience as a Charger. She’s looking forward to bringing the skills she’s honed into her career in finance.
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								The Charger Blog

                                Charger Blogger Reflects on Womanhood and Well-Being

                                Beatrice Glaviano ’26, a nutrition sciences major at the University of New Haven, looks ahead to her upcoming birthday and considers what it means to be a woman today. 
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								In the Media

                                CNN Consumer Watch: Inflation

                                Brian Marks, a senior lecturer of economics and business analytics, discusses the inflation numbers and what has the biggest impact on consumers.
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								In the Media

                                Scripps News: Nashville Police Searching For Missing Man

                                Kenneth Gray, a senior lecturer of criminal justice and homeland security, discusses a missing-person case after a student from the University of Missouri did not return to his hotel while on break in Nashville.
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								In the Media

                                iNews: Trump’s Maga fans may be celebrating – but he looks more vulnerable than they know

                                Patricia Crouse, a practitioner in residence of public administration and political science, comments on the 2024 presidential election and expectations for voter turnout in November.
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								In the Media

                                The Day: Woman in 50-year-old Ledyard murder case identified

                                Claire Glynn, professor of forensic science and director of the Graduate Certificate in Forensic Genetic Genealogy, comments on forensic investigative genetic genealogy (FIGG). She helped train the investigator who helped solve a murder case dating back 50 years.
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								The Charger Blog

                                Two-Time Alum: 'My Time at the University of New Haven Has Been Instrumental in Preparing Me for Success'

                                Demetrius Holliman ’22, ’23 MBA draws on the skills he honed as a Charger in his role as an engineer at Pratt & Whitney. And as an adjunct professor, he inspires the students who are now following in his footsteps.
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								The Charger Blog

                                Senior Reflects on ‘Rewarding’ Internship, Gaining Professional Experience as a Charger

                                Melissa Nunez ’24, who will be among the University’s first graduates to earn a B.S. public health, is committed to service – whether she’s representing the University’s Student Public Health Association or helping to grant a wish for a child facing a serious illness.
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								The Charger Blog

                                Incoming Charger: ‘Everyone Was So Nice and Welcoming’

                                Cloe Wight ’28 is charged up to be a member of the University’s women’s golf team, and she’s looking forward to learning the skills that, she believes, will power her passion to launch her own golf training business one day.
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								The Charger Blog

                                Media Fellowship Opportunity Examines Belonging and Diversity

                                The University’s Department of Communication, Film, and Media Studies hosted a recent event that brought together industry leaders and students for important conversations about careers in media and equity.
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								The Charger Blog

                                Charger Blogger Discusses Her Research and Career Goals

                                Beatrice Glaviano ’26, a nutrition sciences major, explains her research exploring microplastics, as well as the impact she hopes to make as she continues her research and powers her passion for examining the impact of nutrition on the human body.
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								The Charger Blog

                                University Charges to Impressive Finish in NSA Competition

                                Several Chargers recently competed in the NSA Codebreaker Challenge, a competition developed by the National Security Agency, finishing in 12th place out of more than 450 schools across the country. Several students were also recognized by the NSA as high achievers for their outstanding performance.
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								In the Media

                                Today on NBC: What is the healthiest cheese? The No. 1 pick, according to a dietitian

                                Allison Arnett, a lecturer of nutrition sciences, comments on the benefits of eating cheese if it is in moderation.
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								In the Media

                                LiveNOW from Fox: Pressure on Israel to open more aid to Gaza

                                Kenneth Gray, a senior lecturer of homeland security and criminal justice, discusses the latest in the Israel-Hamas war, including the impact on those still in Gaza.
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								In the Media

                                LiveNOW from Fox: Jury seated in manslaughter trial for James Crumbley

                                Dan Maxwell, distinguished lecturer of criminal justice, discusses the start of the trial for James Crumbley on four counts of involuntary manslaughter. His wife, Jennifer Crumbley, was convicted of involuntary manslaughter stemming from a shooting at Oxford High School that was committed by their son, James.
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								In the Media

                                MarketWatch: ‘CPA is used generically.’ How to shop smart and save money when hiring a tax preparer

                                James Mohs ’75,’85 M.S., associate professor of accounting and taxation, comments that choosing a tax preparer should be based on the complexities of your needs.
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								In the Media

                                NBC Connecticut: E-sports program opens doors to jobs in gaming for UNH students

                                Rob Holub, director of esports, and his students discuss the first group to graduate from this interdisciplinary program.
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								In the Media

                                LiveNOW from Fox: Nikki Haley announces end to presidential campaign

                                Patricia Crouse, practitioner in residence of public administration and political science, discusses the conciliatory speech made by Nikki Haley who suspended her presidential campaign. Prof. Course noted Haley did not endorse former President Donald Trump for the Republican nominee.
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								The Charger Blog

                                Students Power their Passions at National Sports Analytics Competition

                                Several Chargers recently traveled to Dallas, Texas, where they excelled in the National Collegiate Sports Analytics Championship. It was an exciting opportunity to network with industry professionals and to demonstrate what they’ve been learning in the classroom.
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								The Charger Blog

                                University’s 2024 STEM Career Expo Brings New Employers to Campus

                                Hosted by the University’s Career Development Center, the STEM career Expo brought together employers and students in the science, technology, engineering, and math fields. It offered students networking opportunities while connecting them to possible jobs and internships.
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	Contact

	Dave Cranshaw, Director of Communications and Public Relations

		DCranshaw@newhaven.edu
	(401) 617-4535















				
				


























    Get the highlights!

    Stay up to date with our biweekly enewsletter, highlighting stories from around the University.
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